Goal based Tailoring of Quality Models for Quality Requirements
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Abstract—Context and motivation: Elicit mean to gather, acquire or to extract while requirements elicitation mean to gather or discover requirements. The activity is performed to determine the system requirements from stakeholders, system documents, domain knowledge and from other requirements sources. Question/problem: Requirements engineering is the most important part for a successful software system because here we come to a decision, ‘what’ is going to be built. Wrong decisions during this phase will have negative impact on the final product. Idea: The objective is to develop better understanding of requirements. In the start of requirements engineering process we have only few requirements (along with system vision statements) but at the end of this activity most of the requirements or in ideal scenarios all requirements need to be known at the appropriate level. The idea is to propose an integrative goal-quality model for requirements. The success of software product is highly dependent on Non-functional Requirements (NFR). In this paper an integrative goal model of influencing factors is presented. This helps to guide the tailoring of software quality model which is based on various project requirements, organizational needs, individual goals of developers and constraints of the environment. Contribution: The influencing factors help to integrate goal model to quality model and therefore helps in a systematic elicitation of project specific requirements.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Eliciting clear, complete, and consistent requirements is a challenge and intricate task in requirements engineering due to number of reasons, for example, communication barriers that makes common understanding difficult. The requirements reside in scattered sources e.g., stakeholder, text documents, requirements models etc., and they are present in different forms e.g., as an idea, intentions or needs in the minds of stakeholders. For a successful requirements engineering process, all the relevant sources should be considered during requirements elicitation activity.
domain and for specific solutions. Most of the literature work has focused on the representation of requirements i.e., on requirements specification phase of RE process. The essential properties of software requirements specifications according to IEEE Guide [6] are following: unambiguous, complete, verifiable, consistent, modifiable, traceable, usable during operations and maintenance. In [1] the main goals of requirements engineering are characterized by three dimensions i.e., content dimension, agreement dimension, documentation dimension.

- Content dimension deals with understanding of requirements, all requirements should be known and understood in detail.
- Agreement dimension deals with agreements among relevant stakeholders about known requirements.
- Documentation dimension deals with documentation/specification of requirements in compliance with defined formats and rules.

Requirements elicitation process interleaves the first two dimensions and therefore a worthy requirements elicitation process must provide a solid base upon which the specification documents with desired attributes are produced.

In this paper a goal based integrated model for quality requirements is presented. A comprehensive list of quality attributes available in literature is also presented. In addition the need of a complete model of attributes in tailoring quality models is emphasised.

II. REQUIREMENTS ENGINEERING CHALLENGES

The main challenges faced during the requirements engineering activities can be organized into these main groups: [7]

- Scope Concerns: They relate to determining the system boundary and the objectives of the target system. To little or too much information results in incomplete, ambiguous, unverifiable, and unnecessary requirements. These requirements are not accurate representation of actual user needs and therefore they are not implementable under system constraints.
- Understanding Concerns: They occur because of user’s poor or incomplete understanding of his needs, technical capabilities and constraints. Analysts may lack in domain knowledge. Communication barrier exist between user and analyst, for example, both of them speak different languages. There are conflicting and unspoken or assumed requirements from different stakeholders. These problems result in requirements which are fuzzy in nature and hard to test.
- Volatility Concerns: The requirements are not discovered just at one time. They rather evolve over time in requirements engineering process. There are some requirements which are bound to change. The change may come because of user needs evolve or market trends are changed or there is a change in technology and for that a certain change is required.

Because of the above mentioned concerns, requirements engineering process need to be iterative in nature so that it can accommodate changes [8]. It is important to consider the context in which requirements are being elicited. Requirements elicitation process is performed in the following contexts [9]: Organization, Environment, Project, Constraints imposed by people provide contribution to the requirements elicitation phase.

- Organization context: Although requirements elicitation emphasis on the system’s mission statements, but the overall organization context is often neglected. The requirements elicitation phase requires to understand the organization context where the system will work. The important factors of organizational context include: input submitters, output users, ideas and measures by which the system will impact to change the business process.
- Environment context: Environmental context is necessary because the developing system must interface with the other systems. Requirements elicitation phases is strongly influenced by the environmental constrains. For one type of applications there might be requirements of certain methods and tools but these may not be needed for other types of applications. Important environmental factors include: hardware and software constraints, domain knowledge of the target system, knowledge about the interfaces of target system with other systems, The role of target system in larger system perspective.
- Project context: The project context will also have influence on the requirements elicitation process. The factors of project context include: different stakeholder and their attributes. The stakeholders include end users, sponsors, developers, and requirements analysts. Some of the main attributes of these stakeholders are: style of management, hierarchies of management, knowledge and experience of domain, and technical experience.
- Constrains imposed by people: Requirements elicitation is a human intensive process and there are certain constraints that are imposed by the people involved in the process. Some of these constraints are managerial constraints which deals with the cost, time, and desired quality of the target system.

III. REQUIREMENTS ELICITATION USING GOALS

According to [10] requirements elicitation in terms of tasks should facilitate:

- Relevant requirements sources identification.
- Existing requirements elicitation from identified sources.
- Innovative and new requirements development.

Identification of relevant requirements sources starts by the analysis of already gathered documents. These documents contain information about the organization (i.e., enterprise goals) and may have system specific information (i.e., requirements). For identification of relevant requirements sources other approaches that complement goal based analysis are also used. In [10] a two step procedure is proposed: in first the
relevant requirements sources are identified and in second step requirements are elicited from those identified sources. The numbers of identified resources are restricted due to number of factors e.g., time, cost, availability of experts. In the first step techniques like interviews, workshops, or brainstorming sessions are used to identify relevant sources. The collected sources are added to the already identified sources. The process iterates until newly identified sources become sufficiently low or reaches to zero. For assessing the relevant sources a test named ‘100-dollar test’ is proposed [11]. In this test each stakeholder is given 100 dollars to spend on the items and in the end the average amount of money spent on the items determines the relative weighting of that item. Now the requirements sources are prioritized depending on the amount spent on each item.

After the identification of relevant sources, the next step is to elicit and analyse requirements. Current system’s exploratory analysis is important source for goal identification. In some situations high level goals are clearly described but in other situations they may be hidden and an explicit elicitation process is required to identify further goals. The intentional keywords are main clue for goals identification in provided requirements sources which includes interviews, transcripts, mission statements, policy statements, etc. Finding the deficiencies that can be formulated and by negating them is a naive method that produces an initial list of goals [12]. After the high level goals identification, they are refined to elicit further goals until system requirements are met. Scenarios, use cases and initial goal model are useful approaches for the system requirements elicitation.

Non-functional requirements are used as judgement criteria for the operation of a system, rather than describing the specific behaviours. Functional requirements state the functionality of the system, that is, ‘what’ the system must perform while non-functional requirements determine ‘how well’ the system must accomplish the ‘what’ (functional requirements). Normally the non-functional requirements emerge from functional requirements. They comprise of quality aspects and constraints: quality attributes are the system properties concerning stakeholders aspects and these quality attributes influence the system’s satisfaction degree. Constraints on the other hand are mostly non-negotiable properties in comparison to quality attributes. Constraints are restrictions that play an important role in design bargain [13].

IV. QUALITY MODELS COMPARISON

Quality models are mostly used to describe and classify the non-functional requirements. Quality models available in literature are mainly composed of layers. The number of layers may be two or three. In two layers model, the layers represents characteristics and sub-characteristics of quality aspects while in three layers model third layer commonly represents the metrics of the quality aspects. Quality attributes identified by the analysis of quality model’s characteristics presented in [14]–[19] are presented in Fig. 1. This gives a comprehensive list of quality attributes available in literature. The ‘*’ represents the presence of attribute in the models mentioned in column.

V. FACTORS IN TAILORING QUALITY MODELS

The main issue for tailoring of quality models is inadequacy of influential factors and attributes but goal models can provide a valuable information in that context. By using the goal models, the relation of decisions to the original goals are actualized. In the end there is also the requirement of an integrative model which can describe the stakeholder needs and their goals. This integrative model also need to identify the relations to the quality artefacts and the development environment. This will help in the early analyses of the possible influences of changing goals in the project development. Influence factors description by goal models consist of soft factors and is shown in Fig. 2 [20].

Our experience demonstrates that around 70% of the challenges in software development project are because of soft factors. Therefore, these factors need to be addressed for the success of a project. Fig. 3 shows a goal model refinement of these soft factors. The strategy of a company is a critical soft factor for non-functional requirements selection. The refinement of strategy results in the following sub-goals:

- The intentional product domain or domains is one sub-goal of the strategy. Requirements engineering elicitation phase requires the knowledge of required domains. A detail knowledge of the domains will have a broad impact on the architecture of the product.
- Another sub-goal of strategy that will influence the soft factors like performance, memory, available development environment, available compilers of the system is technology. For example, the realization of variabilities with the C language has reduced capabilities compared to C++.
- Stability is another sub-goal of the strategy. Stability is specifically important for new companies. This goal might impact the feasibility of the development as strategy is exposed of risk for changes.
- The roadmap consist of the timing constraints for release planning. For specific release, features are identified. The roadmap will deal with periodic updates of the features.

Like the strategy, personal factors will also have their influence onto other elements. Personal goals of individuals in a software project are derived from the stakeholder model. There are number of stakeholders and each stakeholder may have his own priorities. The importance of their priorities depends on their role in the software project. Because of privacy concerns the personal information might be required to be kept private. This data is used in interaction with other models, for example, strategy and standards.

- Each stakeholder experience should have a role description as described in the elementary development processes (e.g., OpenUp, SCRUM). This helps in future further personal development. The personal experience level in each development step is related to the project roles.
- Each stakeholder might have personal preferences regarding the application domains and technological
choices. The personal preferences might also include the methods being used in the development process, specific templates that are used for certain deliverables.

- Stakeholders can have their own approach in addition to the company strategy for certain operations. The complete agreement among the approaches of all the stakeholders is an inconceivable task. For own roadmap development the goal awareness and their relations to own strategy is an important step that helps to integrate individual analysis of the strategies of different stakeholders.

In the end standards being followed have their influence on the technology goals. These are important for the strategic planning and these standards may recommend or require technologies and/or tools. As an example, IEC61508 safety standard advocates test case generation tools. The standards may depend upon a definitive development process architecture and distribute knowledge about development methods.

VI. INTEGRATED MODEL

Mostly the quality models will not fit perfectly for the developing system [21] and therefore the adaptation of these quality models for specific project is required. Here the focus is on the integration of goal models and quality models that helps in the derivation of customized quality models. In last section influencing factors were identified. The adaptation of quality models is based on those specific factors. The general tailoring process consist of three steps:

1) Specifying the goal: The process begins with specifying the higher level goal which defines the needs of the project or organization.
2) Specifying quality aspect: The quality related aspects belonging to identified goal are specified. For that, quality models are used. The quality model used to identify the quality aspects is called the reference model. In Fig. 1 all widely used aspects are identified. So, instead of using one particular quality model which may lack quality aspects present in other models this is used as reference model.

3) Tailoring the model: Once all quality aspects are chosen, the ones that are not needed in the final analysis are discarded. The defined meta-model in Fig. 4 is used to describe quality models in use, integrate the relevant attributes that are specific to stakeholder goals. The meta concepts GoalModel and QualityModel are central to overall meta model. A single goal have OR or AND refinements until the LeafGoal is achieved. LeafGoal can be the Task assignable to Agent or it may be a Quality Attribute(QA) derived from QualityGoal. QA influence other QA and it can also contribute to Task in positive or negative manner. Agents are of two types SoftwareAgent, EnvironmentAgent. Task is generalized form of UserTask and SystemTask having related User QA (UserQA) and System QA (SystemQA). For organizational specific QA, OrganizationalQA meta concept is defined. Each OR refinement may have variation points. Meta concept VariationPoint explicitly define the variability in goal model. VariationPoint represents the variation subject while Variant define concrete type of variation.

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

A classification of quality models from various authors is presented. In comparison of quality models, the quality factors from all these models are presented. In the last an integration of quality models and goal models is discussed and an integrated meta model is presented as an output of that integration. The model helps in the utilization of stakeholder specific goals in the development process. This model supports the soft factors in addition to concrete requirements. Elicitation of quality attributes that influence the development process for different domains is the future research aspect and this work will be a starting point for that future work.
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Fig. 4. Integrated meta model.


